
License and Restrictions to Reproduce photographs taken of The Band by Elliott 
Landy

The enclosed/attached photos are not public domain. They may only be used 
for the specific purposes described below. They may not be kept in your files 
for other usage after August 1,, 2023

This is a License for reproduction of supplied photographs taken by Elliott Landy  only in 
conjunction with a review or story about ‘Music from Big Pink’ (50th Anniversary 
Edition)‘.

PRINT Reproduction
The License to reproduce the photograph(s) on paper is contingent upon the printing of the 
following copyright credit:  “Photo © Elliott Landy / www.elliottlandy.com” . Photographs may 
not be newly published in print after August 1, 2023

WEB Reproduction
License for reproduction of the photograph(s) on a website is contingent upon the use of the 
following copyright credit: 

 “© Elliott Landy”. 
Additionally this credit must be a live link to “http://elliottlandy.com/” unless the website does 
not allow nor contain any such link to an external website. In that case, the credit may be used 
as text only.

Photographs may not be uploaded after August 1, 2023.

Photos may remain on a website or other electronic media at least until December 1, 2023. 
After that date, they may remain on the site unless removal is requested by Elliott Landy or his 
assigns and heirs. In this case, they must be removed wihin 30 days of the request.

TV Use

The following copyright credit:  “Photos of The Band © Elliott Landy” must be given in the same 
manner as other copyright credits in the program. These photos, which appear in the program. 
may remain in the program and be rebroadcast / transmitted/ made available online, etc., for 
perpetuity, only when the entire program is rebroadcast / transmitted/ made available online, 
etc. However excerpts of the program containing the photos may not be rebroadcast / 
transmitted/ made available online, shown or distributed, etc., after August 1, 2023.

Any other unauthorized usage of the photos will be subject to a license fee to be solely 
determined by Elliott Landy, at his sole discretion.

Photographs may not be newly published, either in print or electronically after:
August 1, 2023

signed: Elliott Landy

http://elliottlandy.com/


Elliott Landy
LandyVision, inc.
218 Goat Hill Rd.
Woodstock NY 12498
e@landyvision.com
http://elliottlandy.com/

Included Photos:
Universal: please add thumbnails of the five photos here.

http://elliottlandy.com/



